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1. Introduction.
These notes stem from some talks we gave at the Institut Fourier of Grenoble in
1998, where we compared Besson-Courtois-Gallot's and Lebrun's approaches to uniqueness of Einstein metrics on real and complex hyperbolic 4-manifolds.
The Ricci îensor of a Riemannian manifold {X, g) is the symmetrie bilinear form
defined on each tangent space by taking the trace of the curvature operator Rgt that is:
Ricg(w, v) = Trg Rg{ut -, v, •). If u is a unit tangent vector, then Ricg(u) = Ricg(u,u)
is the Ricci curvature in the direction of u. An Einstein metric on a differentiable nmanifold is a Riemannian metric whose Ricci curvature is constant in every direction,
or, equivalently, which satisfies Ric g = A • g for some constant A. By rescaling the metric, one can always assume that A = ±(n - 1 ) or 0: we shall say, in this case, that g is a
normalized Einstein metric. The sign of A is called the sign of the Einstein metric.
Ricci curvature and Einstein metrics arise quite naturally in Riemannian geometry
as well as in many other different contexts: they are related to topology and to the convergence theory of Riemannian manifolds (cp. [14], [12], [16] and the recent works of
Cheeger and Colding [13]), to complex geometry (the main motivation being Yau and
Aubin's solution of the Calabi conjecture, and Ahlfors-Schwarz Lemma), to the welldeveloped théories of symmetrie spaces and homogeneous manifolds (see [17], [4]) and,
of course, to gravitational field theory (see [28]). Two definitely good références are [4]
(even if not up-to-date) and [11] (focusing on dimension 4). There also exist several short
surveys such as [3], [22], [1].
A natural, mostly unsettled, problem is trying to classify Einstein metrics on a given
space X, up to homotheties: this set is the so-called Moduli Space é {X ) of Einstein structures. This is mainly motivated by the fact that équivalence classes of metrics of constant
Ricci curvature on a given manifold X are seen to form, at least locally, a "reasonable"
Classification math. : 53-02,53C25,53C35,57R57.
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space (a real analytic subset of a smooth real analytic manifold of finite dimension), by a
theorem of Koiso [4]. *
The only examples where one knows a good description of the moduli space, in
dimension 4, essentially are: the case of tori (where every Einstein metric is easily seen
to be flat, and é(T4) is the quotient, by a discrete group, of a convex, open subset of a
vector space of dimension 9) and the case of AT3-surfaces (in this case one can prove that
any Einstein metric is Kàhler with respect to some complex structure, and é(K3) is the
quotient, by a discrete group, of an open set of the symmetrie space SO(3,19)/(SO(3) x
SO(19)).
In this paper we shall be concerned with two (at present) exceptional cases of rigidity, i.e. where é' {X ) = {*}:
THEOREM 1.1 (G. Besson-G. Courtois-S. Gallot [6]). — Every Einstein metric on a
closed real hyperbolic 4-manifold (X, g0) is homothetic to the real hyperbolic metric go.

1.2 (C. Lebrun [19]). — Every Einstein metric on a closed complex hyperbolic 4-manifold {X, go) is homothetic to the complex hyperbolic metric goTHEOREM

Recall that a real hyperbolic manifold (X, go) is a Riemannian manifold with constant sectional curvature A;(go) = - 1 , while a complex hyperbolic manifold is a regular
quotient of the complex hyperbolic space form H"(C) = I / ( n + l ) / ( I / ( l ) x U(n)) (a
complex hyperbolic 4-manifold is a special case of complex surface of gênerai type).
In both cases, it turns out that the exceptional Einstein metrics are minima of some
Riemannian functional: the volume-entropy functional, in the real case, and the L2scalar curvature in the complex one. Actually the philosophy behind Theorems 1.1 and
1.2 can be summarized by the following
ASSERTION 1.3. — On a real or complex hyperbolic 4-manifold X, locally symmetrie
metrics are characterized, among all metrics g with Ric g ^ -(/? - l)g, by being volumeminimizing.

This means that a metric go on X, normalized as above, is locally symmetrie ifand
only if Vol(X, g0) = inf{ Vol(X,g) | g on X, Ric g ^ -(n-l)g).
This holds true in
every dimension for real hyperbolic manifolds, while it is known only in dimension 4 in
the complex hyperbolic case. Assertion 1.3 will be the object of the next sections.
Admitting 1.3, one then infers Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by showing that any normalized
Einstein metric g on a hyperbolic 4-manifold (X,go) necessarily realizes the minimal
value Vol(X, g 0 ). This is the common point of both methods, and it is achieved by using
Gauss-Bonnet's and Hirzebruch's formulas as follows.
]

This contrast with the an aj o gou s classification problem for metrics of constant sectional curvature, or of
constant scalarcurvature, which, in dimension greater than 2, generally form sets which are respectively empty
and of infinité dimension.
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Let V be the tangent space at some point of a Riemannian 4-manifold (X, g). The
metric g gives rise to an action of SO{V, g) on all tensor, symmetrie and exterior powers of V. In particular, one has an action of SO{V,g) on the vector space 7?V of the
algebraic curvature tensors, that is the space of the symmetrie endomorphisms of A 2 V
satisfying the formai Bianchi identity (i.e. the tensors of the same type and which satisfy the same algebraic properties of the Riemannian curvature tensor). As a resuit, one
has a décomposition of TV = W>V ®£V e W+ V e 9/~V into irreducible représentations of the special orthogonal group: -?/V coïncides with the one-dimensional subspace R idA2y. £V is the subspace of endomorphisms which anticommute with the
Hodge operator * (hence, they exchange A 2>+V with A 2I ~ V), while 9/ + V and 9/~V are
respectively made up of self-dual and antiself-dual tensors W commuting with * and
satisfyingTrgW = Trg(W o *) = o (see [5] for details). With respect to this décomposition, the Riemannian curvature Rg splits into a sum Rg = Ug + Zg + W+ + W~, where
• t/g =

sc f )

^ ^ - idA2V is determined by the scalar curvature;

• Zg = 5 ( RiCg•

w zzR

g

g-ug~zg

sca 1(g)
g)
2

= wg

â g involves the trace-free part of the Ricci tensor;
+ w

f

is t h e

Weyl tensoroïg, and W* € End(A2(±V).

Hère, ê is the natural opération, called Kulkarni-Nomizu product, which let us obtain an algebraic curvature tensor from two symmetrie 2-tensors, by antisymmetrizing
with respect to the first and second couple. Of course, gêg gives 2 idA2v and is, up to
a factor, precisely the curvature tensor of the sphère or of the hyperbolic plane: in other
words, the metric g has constant sectional curvature if and only if Rg reduces to Ug. On
the other hand, Einstein metrics are characterized by the vanishing of the tensor Z g .
Gauss-Bonnet's and Hirzebruch's formula [5] take then, in dimension 4, the following simple expressions:

ƒ

(\\Ug\\2 - \\Zg\\2 + \\Wg\\2)dvg

(1)

r(X) = y ^^ jj ƒ (IIIV/H2 - ||My \\\\22)dv
)dvgg..

(2)

for any metric g on X. Combining these formulas, one finds that if (X, g) is an Einstein
4-manifold, then

Jx

(3)
* • Vo.(X. S ,

by forgetting the négative Weyl tensor. As || i d A 2 v il2 = 6, we see that îhe volume

normalizedEinstein4-manifold

(X, g) ofnonzerosign satisfles

ofany
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VoHX,g) s* lnH2X(X) - 3T(X))

(4)

and the equality holds if and only ifW' = 0. In particular, a (real or complex) hyperbolic
4-manifold (X, g0) precisely satisfies the equality

Vol(X,g0) = ITT2(2X(X)-3T(X))

(5)

as W~Q = 0 by self-duality. But now, since by Assertion 1.3 locally symmetrie metrics on
a hyperbolic 4-manifold (X, go) are characterized by being volume minimizing among
metrics with Ric^ > -3g, from (4) and (5) it follows that every normalized Einstein
metric g on {X, g0) necessarily satisfies the equality Vol(X, g) = Vol(X, g0) and, again
by 1.3, g is locally symmetrie. Thus, g is isometric to go by Mostow's rigidity theorem.
This proves Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, assuming Assertion 1.3.
In section 2 we shall describe Besson-Courtois-Gallot's method, which implies Assertion 1.3 when (A', go) is real hyperbolic. Actually, Besson-Courtois-Gallot's proof of
Theorem 1.1 by-passes Mostow's rigidity theorem, as it shows directly how to construct
an isometry between a normalized Einstein metric g on X and g0. We shall see that their
method provides an even stronger version of Theorem 1.1.
In section 4 we shall explain Assertion 1.3 for complex hyperbolic 4-manifolds. It
stems from a remarkable L2 estimate, due to C. LeBrun, of the scalar curvature of a Riemannian 4-manifold admitting some non-zero Seiberg-Witten invariant (Theorem 4.1).
For the convenience of readers unfamiliar with spin geometry and Seiberg-Witten
invariants, we decided to include, in section 3, a short review of those facts of SeibergWitten theory which are necessary to understand Lebrun's main estimate 4.1.

2. Real and complex Schwarz lemma
The classical Schwarz-Pick lemma, on holomorphic mappings of the unitary disk
of C in itself, has been generalized in several directions by Ahlfors, Chern, Kobayashi,
Griffiths, Wu et al. (see [23]). A Kàhler version of the Schwarz lemma (due to S.T. Yau
[35]; but see [7] for a proof with the constants reported below) says that any holomorphic
map ƒ : (7, g) - (*,go) from a Kàhler manifold into a Kàhler manifold of négative
/*«*
Ricci curvature contracts volumes, i.e. | Jac ƒ |
1 (provided, of course,
g

that the metrics are suitable normalized, that is: Ric(g) ^ -{n - l)gand Ric(go) ^
- ( n - Dgo). In particular, Vol(y,g) ^ d e g ( / ) • Vol(X,g 0 ). Moreover, the equality
Vol(7,g) = d e g ( / ) • Vol(X, go) holds if and only if ƒ is a locally isometric covering,
i.e. (d ƒ )y is an isometry for ail y G 7.
An analogous resuit has recently been proved for maps between real Riemannian
manifolds, provided that the target space has négative sectional curvature:
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REALSCHWARZ LEMMA 2.1 (G. Besson, G. Courtois, S. Gallot [7]). — Let ƒ : (y, g) {X, go) be a contimious map between cîosedRiemannian manifolds of dimension n ^ 3,
and assume thaï (X,g0) is negatively curved. Let the metrics g, go be normalized so that
fc(go) ^ - 1 and Ric(g) ^ -(n - l)g: then, there exists a family ofC1 -maps f€t with
e — 0, homotopic to ƒ and which verify

I J a c f€\ ^ ( 1 + e ) 1 1

(6)

that is, the f€ 's tend to contract volumes infinitesimally. Moreover, if volumes are globally
preserved (Le. if Vol(Y,g) = | d e g ( / ) | • \ol{X, g0)) then a subfamily of the f£'s converges, when € - 0, to a Riemannian covering f o : (Y, g) - {X.go), and in thiscase g
andgo necessarily have constant sectional curvature k(g) = Jt(go) = - 1 .
The construction of the maps fc may be summarized as follows. Let Y,X, be the
universal coverings of Y, X. Lift g and go to metrics g, go on y , X and call dt do the induced Riemannian distances. The map ƒ : Y - X can be lifted to a map ƒ : Y - X,
the groups of deck transformations Aut(? ), Aut(X) may be identified to 7Ti (y ) and
TT\ (X) respectively, and ƒ is equivariant with respect to the représentation ƒ* : TT\ (Y ) —
TTI(X) induced by ƒ. Let us consider the spaces.#(y ) andJt(X) of positive and finite
Borel measures on Y and X. The groups Aut(y ) and Aut(X) naturally act on«^(y )
and.//(X) by pushing forward measures. Then, one can embed Y \nJÙ(Y) by means of
maps ii€
These are finite measures, as the assumption Ric(g) ^ -{n - l ) g implies, byBishop's
comparison theorem, that the volume of i?-balls in (F, g) grows at most as fast as e{n~l)P
(the growth function of i?-balls in the hyperbolic n-space): this, in turns, implies that
the intégral fy e~in~}+£)d{yiy)dvg(yt)
converge for all e > 0. One then compose jie with
the map f* \*U(Y) — M(X) obtained by pushing forward measures via ƒ; fînally, one
cornes back on X by the barycentre map 2 . One therefore obtains ƒ* -equivariant maps
/ e : ? - X, defîned by f€(y) = bar( / x ^/ £ (y)), which are "more isometric" than the
initial map ƒ, when e — 0.
Then, by using the implicit function theorem, it turns out that the jacobian of the
maps f€ can be expressed in terms of the first and second derivatives of the distance
function on {X, go). By the assumption k(g0) ^ - 1 , these derivatives can be compared
with the corresponding tensors in the hyperboîic space, giving the announced estimate.
We shall not give details of the proof of 2.1, since good surveys on Besson-CourtoisGallot's construction already exist (see 17] and [8] for instance). However, notice that
the authors originally used a family of probability measures v€{y) supported by the geometrie boundary BX of X, which involve the Busemann functions of X; the above mentioned, more elementary, method is fully explained in [31], where we also improved (6)
bythetopologyofthemap ƒ.
2
Recall that the barycentre of a measure ^ on a simply connected Riemannian m an i fol d X of négative curvature may be defined as the unique absolute minimum of the C* -function Uu(x) ~ f% do{x,x')2tj{x).
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Proof of Assertion 1.3 for real hyperbolic manifolds. This is a direct application of the
Real Schwarz Lemma. In fact, given a normalized Einstein metric g on a real hyperbolic
manifold (X,g o ),applyingthecoareaformulatotheidentitymap (X,g) - (X,g o )yields

f

]ac{id)

\dvg

= Vol(X,g 0 );

Jx

letting e - 0 one then finds Vol(X,g) ^ Vol(X,g 0 ), andif the equality holds then, by
Theorem 2.1, gis a hyperbolic metric too. •
REMARK 2.2.

— Rigidity ofKahler-Einstein merries.

Since we quoted the Schwarz Lemma in Kàhler geometry, it may be pertinent to
stress a différence between Einstein metrics and Kahler-Einstein metrics. Much more
is known about rigidity of the latter. Already in the 50's E. Calabi [10] proved uniqueness of Kàhler-Einstein metrics on Kàhler manifolds X of dimension n ^ 2 such that
C] (X) ^ 0, whithin any fixed Kahler class [(x)g] (the complex structure being fixed). In
1976, T. Aubin proved [2] global uniqueness (and existence) ofKahler-Einstein metrics
on complex manifolds with négative first Chern class, and in the same year, S.T. Yau [34]
obtained, independently, another proof, achieving Calabi conjecture 3 . Uniqueness, in
the Kahler case, has to be intended in the strongest sense: any two normalized KahlerEinstein metrics on a complex manifold (X,J) with c\{X) < 0 coincide (whereas, of
course, in the real case, Einstein metrics are unique up to diffeomorphisms, since no
compatibility with a fixed complex structure is required). This result can also be deduced from the Schwarz Lemma in the following way. Let gi, g2 be normalized KahlerEinstein metrics on some complex manifold X with négative first Chern class. These
metrics necessarily have négative Ricci curvature as, for Kahler manifolds, 2TT times the
Ricci form represents C\ (X). Then, one applies the Schwarz Lemma to the identity map
id : (X,J,gi) - (X,J,g2) (whichisholomorphicas/isfixed)toinferthat Vol(X,gi) ^
Vol(X,g 2 ), and viceversa. Therefore, the equality Vol(X.gi) = Vol(X,g2) holds and
id necessarily is an isometry, i.e. g\ = g% at every point.
We shall now show how Besson-Courtois-Gallot's Real Schwarz Lemma provides in
fact a stronger rigidity statement than 1.1.
THEOREM 2.3. — Let (X, go) bea real hyperbolic 4-manifold. Any Einstein 4-manifold (Y,g) with nontrivial simplicial volume, whose fundamental group is an amenable
extension of TTi(X)t and whichsatisfiesx(Y) ^ x(*)» w necessarily isometric to (X, A •
go),forsome\ > 0.

By amenable extension of a group G, we mean a group epimorphism p : G' - G
whose kernel is an amenable subgroup (abelian, for instance).
3
E. Calabi originally conjectured that, a Kahler manifold (XJo.go) of complex dimension n ^ 2 being
given, then for any real form a of type (1,1) in the class 2TTC\{X) there exist a unique Kahler metric g on
{X, Jo ), within the same Kahler class u>£0 of go, with Ricci form equal to a.
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Recall that the simplicial volume of a n-dimensional manifold X, denoted
may be defined in terms of the real homology of X as the infimum of J ^ |r,-|, when
5^( r,<r, runs over al] singular chains which represent the fundamental class of X. The
simplicial volume is an invariant supposed to measure the topological complexity of X,
and it is non-vanishing, for instance, for negatively curved manifolds. By définition, one
hasthat, if ƒ : Y — X is a continuous map between closed manifold ofsame dimension,
then ||y || ^ | d e g ( / ) | • ||X||. Cases where the equality ||y || = | d e g ( / ) | • ||*|l holds
are frequent, e.g. when ƒ is a covering. More generally, one has [15], 131]:
LEMMA 2.4. — Let f : Y — X be a continuous map between closed manifolds of
same dimension. If the kernel of the homomorphism inducedby ƒ between fundamental
groups is amenable, then the equality \\Y \\ = | deg( ƒ)! • II* II holds.

Some concrete examples for Lemma 2.4 can be found in [30]. This lemma essentially relies on the fact that an equivalent définition of simplicial volume can be given usingbounded cohomology, and on the fact that the bounded cohomology of an amenable
group vanishes [15].
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Orient Y so that T(Y ) ^ 0, and normalize g so that
( n - l)g: this is possible since clearly Y does not admit metrics with non-negative Ricci
curvature, otherwise its fundamental group would have at most polynomial growth and
its simplicial volume would vanish. As X is a K{n, l)-space, there exists a map ƒ : Y —
X which induces the amenable extension p : niiY) — n\{X). Since H = ker(p) is
amenable and ||y|| * 0, then Lemma 2.4 yields | deg( ƒ ) ! = ||y||/||X|| ^ l.Thus.bythe
Real Schwarz Lemma, usingthe coarea formula, one deduces
I deg{ ƒ)! • Vol(X,go) < f
Jx

L

#frldvg0(x)
fe\dvg(y)

{7)

Y

< (1 + e)"
(as the /e'sarehomotopicto ƒ). Letting e — O.weget Vol(Y.g) ^ Vol(X,go)- But we
knowthat, in dimension 4, Gauss-Bonnet's and Hirzebruch's formulas give
Vol(y.g) ^

ITTZ{2X(Y)-3T(Y))

< lnz-2x(X)=

VoHX,gQ);

this, with (7), implies that I deg( ƒ)! = land Vol(y,g) = Vo\(X,g0) necessarily. Therefore, by the rigidity part of the Real Schwarz Lemma, ƒ is homotopic to an isometry. D
The above argument actually shows that, when x(Y ) < X(*)» then Y does not
admit any Einstein metric. In other words, there are topological obstructions to the
existence of Einstein metrics on 4-manifolds Y dominating some hyperbolic manifold
(X, go). In [29] we used this fact to show that "most" 4-manifolds do not admit Einstein
structures at all.
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3. A short review of Seiberg-Witten theory
For références, details and full proofs of facts reported below one can see [24], [25],
[32], [33].
3.1. Spin groups and Clifford algebras
Let H be the quaternionic space, endowed with its canonical euclidean structure
which makes of {1, i, j , k\ an orthonormal basis of H over R, and let H c = H ®R C the
complexification of H, with the induced complex quadratic form. We shall see quaternions as matrices, since the algebras H, H c have standard représentations as

H = \(

a

l\ bu

such that < Q,Q>=

~} ) | a,b e cl c H c = H e zH = M(2,C)

a )

)

\\ Q\\2 = det Q.

The Clifford algebras associated to H, H c may be identified with
Cl(H) =M(2,H) c C1(HC) = M(4,C)
where the Clifford multiplication • simply is the usual product of matrices. These algebras are canonically isomorphic, as vector spaces, to the exterior algebras AH, A H C via
the map <p : A H C ^ C1(HC) defined by
Q

1 and cp(Q] A •• • A Q,) = cp(Qi) • • • q?(Q,-), for Q, Q, € H c .

Therefore, we can see H c and its exterior powers as subspaces of C1(HC) (often dropping the symbolcp). The associated spin groups Spin(4) c C1(H), Spinc(4) c C1(HC)
are

Spin(4) = SU+(2)®SU~(2)
1+

0

A )

lA+ A

' -

eSU

w]

CM(4,C)

- e U(2),detA+

= dexA- € 1/(1)

These groups have the property that, when we see H, H c c C1(HC), the conjugation by éléments of Spin(4) and Spin c (4) preserves H and H c . Notice that Spin c (4)
canalsobeseenas Spin(4) x^j [7(1).

Einstein manifolds, volume rigidity and Seiberg-Witten theory
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3.2. Représentations of Spin c (4)
The group Spin c (4) has three fondamental irreducible représentations:
1) an orthogonal représentation p : Spin c (4) - SO(4), which is obtained by
letting a couple of matrices (A*., A.) act on the 4-dimensional euclidean space H as
Q ~ A-QA~] (i.e. by restriction to H of the action by conjugation of Spin c (4) on
C1(HC)). It is easily verified that this action preserves the euclidean metric and the orientation of H;
2) two unitary représentations rri : Spin c (4) ~ U(2), obtained by projecting
Spinc(4) on oneofits factors U*(2) = U(2), that isdefined by (A+,A-) • ip = A±i// for
(A+, A. ) € Spinf (4) and ty e C2. The représentation space C 2 , endowed of its canonical hermitian metric and of one of these Spin c (4)-actions will be denoted, respectively,
b y S - . W e s e t S = S+ e S".
3) a one dimensional unitary représentation det+ = det_ : Spin c (4) U(l)
obtained by taking the determinant det(^4+) = det(i4_) of one factor of (A+,A-) e
Spin c (4). The space C, endowed of its canonical hermitian metric and of the Spin c (4)action induced by deu will be denoted by L.
Summarizing, one checks that the following commutative diagram holds:

U(2)

SO(4)
where i and c are the natural inclusions, det is the determinant, A is the diagonal inclusion, 2 is the square map and

* * *)•*)•
c

P

The map Spin(4) — SO(4) in the diagram, which is the composition ofpwith c , is the
canonical double universal covering of SO{4).
The following relations between the above représentations are easily verified:
a) det : A 2 S ± — 1 is an isomorphism of Spinc(4)-représentations;
b) by identifying Endc(S) with M(4, C) s C1(H C ), q> induces isomorphisms of
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Spinc (4)-représentations
Hc

—

Hom c (S + ,S-)

A2'-H

—

SUiS')

where A 2 ± H are the eigenspaces of the Hodge operator of A 2 H , A 2 = H C are their complexifications, and where End^ (S± ) and suiS* ) respectively dénote the sets of traceless
endomorphisms and of traceless, anti-hermitian, endomorphisms of S~;
c) moreover, one has a quadratic, Spinc(4)-equivariant map between hermitian
spaces
(7 : S + -

i A 2 - +H C A 2 ' + H c

definedbya((//) = t / / ® ( / ; * - ^ id e 5 + ®(5 + )* s End^(5+);byidentifyingHwithits
dual via the Euclidean metric, one also obtains a quadratic, Spinc(4)-equivariant map
a* :S+ - /A 2 - + H^hemapcr*satisfies||a*(i//)|| 2 =
3.3. Spin c -structures and spinor bundies
A Spinc-structure on an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold (X,g) is a principal
Spin c (4)-bundlei^ - X, with a principal bundie map Pg - SO(X,g), equivariant with
respect to the homomorphism p : Spin c (4) - SO(4). One also says that the bundie Pg
lifts the orthogonal frame bundie of (X, g) with respect to p.
Now, let GL+ (4, R) be the connected component of GL(4, R) containing the identity, let GL+(4, R) be its double universal covering, and let
GL+(4,R) = GL + (4,R) x ± 1

U(l).

We call Spinc-prestructure of a differentiable 4-manifold X a principal GL + (4 f R)bundle P - X which lifts^the bundie GL+(X) of the oriented frames of X, with respect
to the natural projection GI+(4,R) - GL+(4,R).
Remark that a Spinc-structure Pg - X preciselycoincideswiththedataofa Spincprestructure P and of a metric gonX. In fact, by the covering theory one deduces an
injection Spin(4) — GL+(4,R), which in turn induces a commutative diagram
Spin c (4)

/i

£—

SO(4)

i

GL + (4,R)
Therefore, one can associate to each Spinc-structure Pg on X the Spinc-prestructure
Pg x v GL+ (4, R). Conversely, given a metric g on a differentiable manifold X and a principal GLC+ (4, R)-bund!e P — CL+(X) which lifts the bundie of oriented frames of X,
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then we get a true Spinc-structure on {X, g) by taking the subbundle Pg =
of P.
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LJ*SO(X,

g)

Even if the notion of Spinr-prestructure may seem artificious, it is useful to understand what the Seiberg-Witten invariants depend on. The Seiberg-Witten invariants are
attached to a Spinf-structure on a Riemannian manifold (Xtg)\ thus, the datum of a
metric g on X is implicitely required (and their very définition makes use of the metric
g). However, they do not really depend on the metric, at least when 6f (X) ^ 2. More
precisely, Pg and Pg will have the same Seiberg-Witten invariants provided that they define the same équivalence class of Spinc-prestructures (where two Spinf-prestructures
P, P' of X are said to be equivalent if there exists a principal bundie isomorphism P — P'
which commutes with the projections of P, P' on GL+{X)).
As a resuit of obstruction theory (see [25]), every 4-manifold has at least one Spin c structure, thus the Seiberg-Witten invariants help to classify 4-manifolds (however, there
exist also 4-manifolds X all of whose Spinc-structures have trivial Seiberg-Witten invariants - if X admits a metric of positive scalar curvature, for instance).
When X is endowed with an almost complex structure ƒ, then X has a canonical
Spinc-prestructure, obtained by considering the bundie U(X,J,g) of unitary frames,
with respect to the choice of some hermitian metric g on (X,J)r and then by taking the
associated bundie Pg(J) = U{X,J,g) xh Spin c (4) (which clearly lifts SO(X, g) as i =
p o h). Then, the underlying Spinf-prestructure P{J) does not depend on the choice of
g. In fact, the natural inclusion GL(2,C) c GL+ (4, R) lifts to an inclusion n '• GI ( 2,C) —
GI + (4, R ) 4 which gives a commutative diagram of homomorphisms
1/(2)

—Î

Spin c (4)—

-GL ( 2,C)
GL+(4,R)

soPg(/)x v 5i+(4 ( R) =
Thus, the Seiberg-Witten invariants of Pg{J) only depend on ƒ, and they give invariants
of the almost complex manifold (X, J).
Given a Spinc-structure Pg on (X, g), tensoring Pg by the fundamental représentation spaces H, S~ and L of Spin c (4), one gets the following associated euclidean and
hermitian bundies on X:
1) the tangent bundie TX = PgxpH with its Riemannian metric g,since SO(J£,g) s
Pg xp Spin c (4);
2) two rank 2 hermitian bundies S±(Pg) = Pg x n = S', called the associated complex
spinor bundies;
4

noticethatGl(2,Cï s 1/(2) x Herm+{2,C) and SU(4,R) s Spin(4ï x = i Uil) x Simm+f4,R)P as

manifolds.
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3) a hermitian linear bundle L(Pg) - Pg xjew L, called the determinant line bundie
of the Spinf-structure.
The relations a),b),c) of the previous paragraph in turn yield:
a) isomorphisms of hermitian linear bundies det : L{Pg) s A2S+(Pg) £ A2S~{Pg);
b) isomorphisms TXC s Hom(S + (P g ), S~(Pg)),
A2±TX

*

A^TX0

S

End^S^P^)) and

su{S±(Pg));

c)aquadratic, Spinc(4)-equivariantvectorbundlesmapcr* : S+(Pg) — Z A 2 | H T X * .
Notice that the determinant bundle L(Pg) = L{P) is defined as soon as one has
a Spinc-prestructure on X, whereas in order to define the spinor bundies S*(Pg) one
needs to choose a metric on X.
Remark that the bundle L(P) détermines P up to 2-torsion in H2{X,Z). Actually, the set SPIN C (X,g) of équivalence classes of Spinc-structures over {X,g) (as well
as the set of équivalence classes of Spinc-prestructures on X) form a H2(X, Z) principal space 5 . By identifying, via the Chern class, H2(X, Z) with the set of isomorphism
classes of principal U ( 1 ) -bundies on X, the action of H2 (X, Z ) on Spinc (X, g) is given
b y £ • [P] = [(Pxx
Spin c (4))/A], where A is the multiplication Spinc(4) x U(l) c
Spin (4). Thus, an origin [Po] e SPISC{X) being fixed, if we have two Spinc-structures
Pi, ft, then Pj = £, • ft for some £/(l)-bundles £r determined up to isomorphism. If
Li and Lz are the determinant bundies of P\, ft, then a simple computation shows that
Ci(L\) - c\(Lz) = 2 • (c\(E\) - C](£2>): since the Chern class classifies complex linear
C~-bundles( it follows that l i = I2 if and only if C](£i) - ^(£2) is a torsion element of
order 2 (if there is no torsion - on a simply connected 4-manifold, for instance- one has
Li = L2 if and only if £] = £2, that is Pi = ft).
Finally, let us remark that when Pg = Pg{J) is the canonical Spinc-structure of an
hermitian manifold {X, J, g), then the vector bundies L(P) and S±(Pg) are naturally related with the complex tangent bundle and the canonical bundle of (X,])\ namely, it
easily followsfrom définitions that L(P) = Kj1 = A°2T*X, S~(Pg) = I X and S+(Pg) =
(X x C) ® Kxl = A ° ' ° r ^ e A 0 p 2 r ^ (where s are the complex linear isomorphisms
induced by the hermitian metric g). In this case, the map a* : C°°{Xt C) © éOt2{X) i<?2-+(X) can be expressedas: er* ( ƒ , « ) = ï ( | | a | | 2 - \\f\\2)œg/4ilmCfot).
3.4. Seiberg-Witten équations
Let a Spinc-structure Pg — SO{X, g) on (X, g) be given. In what follows, we shall
write for short L, S* instead of L ( P ), S111 ( Pg ) (thus implicitely assuming that the underlying Spinc-prestructure has been fixed).
5
that is,Hz {X, Z) acts on SPIN*"(A' ) freely and transitively, so these spaces can be identified up to the choice
of an origin fl) eSpiN c (X,g).
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We shaîl be interested in the space Ccomp(Pg) of connections H on Pg which are
compatible with the Levi Civita connection Hv of SO(X,g): this means that the horizontal, Spinc(4)-stable distribution H of TPg is mapped by dixg precisely into Hx''. Any
H e Qomp(Pg) induces therefore the Levi Civita connection V on TX, and connections
on S* and L Actually, the connection A induced on L by H cdmpletely détermines H: in
fact, in order to reconstruct H from A, it is enough to consider the product distribution
H**A = (Hv x HA ) L on the principal bundle SO(X, g) xx U (L) (where A is the diagonal inclusion oîX in X x X.and HA isthe [/(l)-connection definedby^ on the bundle
of complex frames of L), and then verify that H coincides with the pullback of HVxA via
the double covering Pg - SO(X,g) xx U(L).
Therefore, we can restrict our attention to the space C(L) = Ccomp(Pg) of connections on L: as 1 has complex rank one, this can be identified, up to the choice of an origin
AQ e C(L), to the vector space ié'l{X) (because any other connection A on L can be expressed as AQ + eu, for some pure imaginary 1-form a) on X). We shall dénote by VA the
connection induced by A on the complex spinor bundies S*. In formulas, compatibility
with the Levi Civita connection can be expressed as:
^(<Ê(V) • ip) = </>(Vl/) • qj + <f>{V) • VAip,

forV € T(TX),qj e T(S*).

Also notice that the compatibility with the Levi Civita connection implies that the quadratic map a* : Sg - i A 2 + TX* takes parallel sections (with respect to VA) into
parallel sections (with respect to the Levi Civita connection), because er* is Spin c (4)equivariant.
Now, the Seiberg-Witten équations for Pg are a system of partial differential équations for a connection A e C(L) and a complex spinor (// e Sg, and they can be written:
DAip

=

0

The symbol Q+{A) dénotes the self-dual part (with respect to g) of the curvature of the
connection A (i.e. C1+(A) € i A 2 + TX pointwise), while DA : T(Sg) - T(Sg) istheDirac
operator associated with At that is the composition
DA : Y(Sg) — T(TX* ® Sg) -

Y(S')

where • is obtained by letting the first factor TX* s TX c Hom(Sg, S~ ) act on Sg e S~
by Clifford multiplication (in formulas, DAip = Zijdx, • tp j if VAifj = Zijdxt ® (//;
localiy). For instance, when (X,J,g) is a Kahler manifold endowed with its canonical
Spinc-structure P = P(J) and A is the connection on HP) = Kxl induced by the Levi
Civita connexion, a direct computation shows that the Dirac operator

DA : T(Sg) = qi(X) e éO2(X) - T(Sg) =

éol{X)

can be expressed in terms of more familiar differential operators asDA{f,ot)
3* a (where d* dénotes the formai adjoint of 3).

= \/2-3/+
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The first of Seiberg-Witten équations is linear of the first order, and that the second
one has order 2, with quadratic terms of order 0. The philosophy behind this system is
that the invariants of the space of solutions (dimension, homology etc.) will give subtle
invariants of the initial Spinc-prestructure. However, in order to get a smooth space
of solutions, one has generally to consider a generic perturbation of the Seiberg-Witten
équations, that is to study the whole family of Systems:

for ô G ié2

+

(X). A solution (ty,A) willbe called reducihleif <// = 0.
3.5. Space of solutions and Seiberg-Witten invariants

Let fù = r ( X , t/(D): this group can be identified with the automorphism group
of a Spinc-prestructure P o n X , since P - GL+(X) is a principal bundle with structure
group U(\). The group % acts therefore on the spaces of sections of all vector bundies
associated to P, as well as on the relative spaces of connections: for instance, if A € C(L),
then f-A-A~2df/f.
H is easily verified that, when (ip,A) is a solution of (SW)gts*
then also ( ƒ tp, ƒ • A) is a solution; in fact, % acts trivially on the terms of the second
équation, while D ƒ A ƒ </> = ƒ A*</>- What is therefore interesting is the space of solutions
modulo the gauge group %. Choosing a point 3c e Xt one can identify the gauge group to
S1 x "S, where ^ is the subgroup of % made up of maps wwith M(JC) = 1.
So, let Ag = C{L) xY(Sg) be the ambient space, let A* = C(L) x (T(S+) \ {0} ), and
let.r/g = Ag/f-0>.r/g =A*I% and.77J = A* f%. Then, let Zgi6 be the space of solutions of
(SW)gis, let Zg6 = Zgts n Ag be the space of irreducible solutions, and let Zg = \JÔ Zgis,
Zg = \JÔZ*S. Finally.Jet us dénote b y ^ , ^ f i l ^ a n d ^g* the corresponding spaces
modulo the gauge group.
These are (quotients of ) spaces of sections, and one should specify their regularity.
The natural framework is that of L^-sections, for k big eriough in order that the SeibergWitten équations make sensé at least as a functional
SWg.6 : L2k(iT*X e Sj) - l ^ t S " e i A 2 I + T*X)
between Hubert spaces, where SWg.${At (//) = (DAijj, a* (t//) - Q+(A) - ö). What follows holds when these spaces are endowed with the Lj^-topology (and the corresponding
spaces modulo gauge group endowed with the quotient topology), for all k » 0.
The space ^/g is a smooth Hubert manifold (since % acts properly on Agt and
C(L) x {0} c Ag is the set of fixed points for this action). Moreover, the space 37J is
a natural S^fibration over^J*. On the other hand, about the structure of the space of
solutions one knows that:
i) the projection ng : gg proper;

ié2i+{X)

on the space of perturbation parameters is
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i i ) ^ is a C x Hubert manifold;
iii) the projection TT| :^g* - iéz+{X)

is CN and Fredholm.

Thus, there are two types of singular values for ng ("singuîar perturbations"): the
perturbations ö for which there exists a reducible solution of (SW)gis (that is, such that
Tr~l(ô) meets^g \£g)> and the critical values ofrr*. SinceTr* is Fredholm, by the SardSmale theorem these last points form a closed subset of iâZt+(X) with empty interior.
On the other hand, to investigate the first type of singular values, one has to study the
image of the map A - Çf(A) of C(L) into ié2l+(X): thisis the space ofself-duaI2-forms
which are orthogonal to the harmonie ones, hence it is a closed subspace of codimension
bl(X) = dim.^ 2 + (X). So, if b^iX) isat least 1, a generic <5 will be nonsingular. Bythe
Sard-Smale theorem one then deduces that:
iv) ifb^iX) ^ 1 then, for ö generic,£gts is a compact smooth submanifold of^g*.
The dimension oî#*5 is given by the index of the map ngl which is computed by
identifying the tangent space 7JAi/>L?g.ó to a class of solutions [A, t//] with a subspace of
TA.yZg.ö supplementary to the &-fiber, and then by differentianting the Seiberg-Witten
operator. By using the Atiyah-Singer theorem, one finds:
v) the dimension o f ^ is à = Ç
In addition, one can see that the generic smooth fiber£gts is orientable (a canonical
orientation being determined by the choice of orientations of the vector spacesH 0 (X, R),

Hl{X,R)andJf2'+(X,R)).
Now, as soon as b\ {X ) ^ 2, for any choice of metrics g\, gi on X and of nonsingular perturbations ô\toz of the Seiberg-Witten équations, one can clearly find a path
g, in the space of metrics and a path ôT in ié2 + (X) made up of nonsinguîar perturbations for ngj : then, the space^J1^1 = u f £ f t .$, will be a smooth manifold which realizes
an oriented cobordism between^gj,^ and^g2.$2. Therefore, all the homological invariants of a generic fiber £g$ do not depend on g, ô, and are invariants of the initial Spin c prestructure P. Namely, the Seiberg-Witten invariants of P are defined as
SW(P)

=f

J2v

where c} W*g ) € H2(.Vg*,R) is the first Chern class of the S^bundle.V* - ^/*, The
invariant SW(P) is defined as zero if d is odd.
On the other hand, if b\ (X ) = 1, one cannot generally find paths gt, ôt which avoids
the singular perturbations. However, notice that there do not exist reducible solutions of
(SW)g (and, consequently, of (SW)gt$ as well, for 6 generic and arbitrarily small) unless
the projection c*(L) of C\{L) on the subspace of self-dual harmonie 2-forms j^ 2i+ (Jf)
is zero: in fact, if (0,A) is a solution, then Q*{A) = 0 and c\(Q = [Q~(A)l2jri]
e
^^(X)1.
So, when b\(X) - 1, if Pg is a Spinc-structure on (X,g) such that cf(L) *
0, one can still define the Seiberg-Witten invariants SW(Pg) as the intégral of Cü*
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over the generic smooth fiber ^ . 5 : this number (being an integer) will not depend on
ö, if ö is sufficiently small, but it will now depend, a priori, on the metric g. Actually,
it can be shown that SW(Pg) = SWiPg) when g and g define the same polarization
of X. A polarization of a manifold X is a maximal subspace H+ of H2{X, R) where the
intersection form is positive definite: any metric g on X détermines a polarization Hg,
givenby the subspace .>^2 + (X) c J^ 2 (X) s H2(X,K) of self-dual harmonie 2-forms. In
conclusion, when b^(X) = 1, the Seiberg-Witten invariants depend on the initial Spin c prestructure P and on the choice of a polarization 7/+ of À', and they are denoted by

SW(P,H+).
Finally, let us notice that in case P = P(J) is the canonical Spinc-prestructure
of a complex manifold (X, J), then the space of solutions of a generic perturbation of
the Seiberg-Witten équations (modulo gauge) has dimension zero, as we have c\ (L)2 =
c\(Kx)2 = 2 X ( X ) + 3 T ( X ) precisely, by Hirzebruch's formula. The Seiberg-Witten invariant SW{P) then simply reduces to count a finite number of points with signs ±1.
Actually, one can see that the Seiberg-Witten équations for a Kàhler manifold
(X, 7, g) (written with respect to the Kàhler metric) have only reducible solutions if Kx
has négative degree, and have only one solution, modulo gauge, if Kx has positive degree
(where the degree of Kx isby définition the number c\(Kx) • [wg]).

4. A gênerai scalar curvature I 2 estimate
A direct conséquence of the nonvanishing of the Seiberg-Witten invariants of some
Spinc-prestructure on a differentiable manifold X is the following remarkable estimate
of the L2-norm of the scalar curvature of any metric on X.
THEOREM4.1 (C. LeBrun [19], [20]). — Let X be a smooth 4-manifold
with
bl(X) ^ 2. IfX has a Spinc-prestrucîure P with nonvahishingSeiberg-Witten invariant SW (P) * 0 and L = L(P), then

L

scal2 dvg ^ 32TT2cf (L)2

forallgonX.

(8)

A

ifcf(L) * O, theequality

L

" Ï(L)2

(9)

holds if and only ifthere exists a complex structurel on X which induces P = P( J ), and g
is a metric of constant scalar curvature which is Kàhler with respect to J.
Moreovert the equality fx scal| dvg = 32n2c\{L)2
satisfied if and only if g is, in addition, Einstein.

(which is stronger than (9)) is

The same conclusions hold when b^iX) = lformetricsgsuchthatSW(P,Hg)

* 0.
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The symbol c+(L) hère clearly dénotes the projection of C] (L) on the space of selfdual harmonie 2-forms jf2*(X). Hence, the right-hand side of (8) dépends on g; however, notice that one always has q"(L)2 ^ c\ (L)2 (which does not depend on g).
We need now to recall some basic facts about the curvature of Kàhler manifolds
(X, J, g). Let - dénote the isomorphism which transforms real hermitian forms a of TX
into real antisymmetric forms of type (1,1), i.e. â(-,-) = a ( / - , - ) . The curvature of g,
when seen as a symmetrie endomorphism of A 2 TX, has matrix
A 2 + TX

A 2 - TX

O)o

/ scalg
0
0
Pi
P2

\

P3

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Pi

Pi

P3

0
0

0
0

0
0

A

(10)
A2-- TX

with respect to any orthonormal basis of the form {ot* = œg, cx^, «3 } u { « j , a j , a 3 } of
A 2 + TX e A2•" TX {cp. [5]). With this notation, one has
• = *«(«>«> = j scalg

Ric g = scalg -œg/4 .

(11)

ProofofTheorem 4.1. Let g be any metric on X. We may assume that cf(L)2 > 0,
since otherwise the inequality is trivial. As SW(P) * 0 (or SW{Pt H+) * 0, by assumption, when b^iX) = 1), there exist solutions (ipk,Ak) of the perturbed Seiberg-Witten
équations (51^)^,5^, for generic, arbitrarily small, parameters ó*. As ng is proper, (a subsequenceof) the solutions (cj/*.<4*) converge to an irreducible solution (ip,A) of (SW)gi0
(we already remarked that there exist no reducible solutions when c*(L) * 0).
Now let Vi[, DA t h e f o r m a l adjoint operators of V^ and DA with respect to the L2scalar product of (X,g). By a standard Weitzenböck-Lichnerowicz formula (see [24],
[25]), one can control the différence between the Laplacian of Dirac D\ - D\DA and
the Laplace operator V^ V^ by the curvature of g and A:
J

scal

g

Plugging our solution (*/y, A) into this formula gives
0 =

- scalg •</; + -

(12)
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sincecp(Q+(i4)) = qpicr* {ip)) = |||t^ll 2 • t/y. By taking the L2-scalar product with ip, one
gets

0 = f (\\VAv\\2 + i scalg • ||(//||2 + jl|i//|| V ^
which in turn yields

f ƒ \\V\\4dvgj ^ If

sca\g\\ip\\2dvg)

< f sca}2gdvg- f\\tp\\4dvg

(13)

that is,

f scaAldvg ^ f \\qj\\4dvg = S f \\n+(A)\\2dvg
Jx
Jx
Jx

(14)

as ||Q + (i4)|| 2 = ||cr(i//)||2 = \\ip\\4/Q. Remark that this inequality is strict unless VA(p = 0
and scalg is constant.
If we knew that Cl+(A) represents 2nc*(L), we would be done; unfortunately, the
self-dual form Q*(A) need not to be closed, a priori, so it remains to use the following
trick. One considers the harmonie form a in the cohomology class of Q(A)t so that the
self-dual and the antiself-dual components ot* of « do represent 2ncf(L) respectively
(since they are closed), and then one writes:

f I I Q + M ) | | 2 ^ = ^ f (\\n+{A)\\2-\\n-(A)\\2)dvg+]; [(\\a+(A)\\2+\\n-(A)\\2)dvg
l
Jx
* Jx
Jx
\2 f \\Çl{A)\\2dvg
Jx
+ ^2 ƒ \\<x\\2dvg
Jx
= 2\ f (\\o?\\2-\\<x-\\2)dvg+\2 /"(||a + || 2 + ||«Jx
Jx
= f ||a + || 2 d^ = 47r2c^(I)2
Jx
as the harmonie forms have minimal L2-norm within their cohomology class. This proves inequality (8).
When (X, J, g) is a Kàhler manifold of constant scalar curvature, and P = PU) is
the canonical Spinc-structure attached to ƒ, then we know that L s Z^1 and that the
Ricci form over 2ir represents c\(X) = C\(L). By the above recalled décomposition of
the Kàhler curvature operator, we have Ric g = \ scalg • œg + Ric g € 2TTC\ (I); as œg is
parallel, it follows that scal g -(Vg/Sn represents cJ*"(L), hence the equality
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is satisfied. If, in addition, gis an Einstein metric, then Ric g = 0 and C\{L) = c*(L)
necessarily.
Conversely, assume that Jx sca\2gdvg = 327T2c^(L)2. This forces the inequalities
(13) and (14) to be equalities, so that qj is parallel and scal g is constant. How to find
an almost complex structure J for which g is Kàhler? We say that the fact that S + has a
parallel section ip (which we may assume of norm 1, pointwise) permits to find a subbundle Po of P with structure group U (2). In fact, see P as the bundie of " Spinc-frames"
of S+(X) e S~(X), i.e. couples of local unitary sections (ip*, i/4)> (tyj, t/>J ) satisfying
deu(i^| A (p2 ) = det_ ((//]" AI/ZJ). Then, let Po be the subbundle defined by the frames
(t/^.^2)' (Wî> ^2 >: since t/^ is parallel, this bundle has holonomy

J det(V) ) »A- 'A-€ " ( 2 ) } - SpinC(4)'
hence its structure group can be reduced to U (2). As P lifts the bundle of direct orthonormal frames of (X, g), by commutativity of diagram (3.2) the bundle i% also lifts SO(X, g):
this precisely is an almost complex structure ƒ on X for which g is hermitian 6 .
Moreover, to see that the metric g is Kàhler with respect to this structure, it is enough
to verify that the Levi Civita connection of SO(X, g) cornes from a connection on Po (cp.
[18]): but this is clear as the horizontal, Spinc(4)-invariant subbundle H of TP defining the compatible connection of P can be restricted to a connection on ft (it is easily
checked that H c TP0, as every horizontal curve of P based at any p0 € ft lies in Po)Finally, assume that the stronger equality Jx scal| dvg = 32TT 2 CI(I) 2 is verified.
This implies that cj (I) = c+(L). But we just proved that P = P( ƒ ), and that g is Kàhler,
so (11) holds; as œg is parallel, we infer that Ric g = Ric g - scalg -a>g/4 is closed and
therefore itrepresents2TTcf(I) = 0. Moreover, Ric g necessarily vanishes since

= - - —2- / Rie"
ë
4n Jx

A

* Rie"
ê = - — 2r / II Rieë f dv
ë g.
4n JX

Thus, RiCg reduces to | scalg • œg. and g is Einstein. D
Finally, let us see how Theorem 4.1 implies Assertion 1.3 in the complex case.
Proof of Assertion 1.3 for a complexjiyperbolic surface (X,Jo,go). As g0 is KàhlerEinstein, onehascj(iTx) = -c\{X) = - Ric(go)/27T = - scalg0 • œg0/2n, which implies
that Kx has positive degree since scalg0 < 0. As we saw in the last section, this implies
6
Of course, we have a natu rai candidate to define explicitely this almost complex structure: ƒ is the
orientation-preserving, amisymmetric isomorphism of TX associated, vinth respect to the metric gt with the
real, self-dual form of norm 1 given by iQ+(A)/\\Q*(A)\\. This is clearly a parallel form (hence, (X,g,J) is
Kàhler) since ip is parallel and a* [y) = O+ {A) {a* sends parallel sections into parallel sections).
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that SW(P{/0)) * 0. However, this can be checked directly as follows. If V dénotes the
connection on K^} induced by the Levi Civita connection of TX, the couple

evidently satisfies the Seiberg-Witten équations (SW)gQ. By Computing the differential
of the Seiberg-Witten operator one sees that this solution is a regular point for ng0. Moreover, any othersolution (tp, A) isgaugeequivalentto ((//0, AQ). Infact, formula (14) yieîds

/ II Ric g0 \\2dvg0 = 1 f scal62 o dvm Z f
Jx
8 Jx
Jx

\\Q+(A)\\2dvg0

but Ricgo = scalg0 *(og0/4 - RiCg0 is harmonie (as scalg0 is constant), hence by minimality one infers that Jx || Ricg0 \\2dvg0 = Jx \\Q+(A)\\2dvgQ. This in turn implies that
\\tp\\2 = scalg0 and that (//is V^-parallel. Now, as K%1 C S + has no parallel sections
(C] (I) = Ci {Kx} ) being nonzero), qj reduces to a section of X x C, so ty = u • scalg0
for some u e Z. Moreover, Q(A) = Q.+ {A) (as £1{A) and Ricg0 define the same cohomology class, and Ricg0 is self-dual). Therefore A - V + a is equal to the Chern
connection twisted by some flat connection. But as i// is parallel, it is easily checked that
l
l
VAIXXC = d ~ u~ du, so that a = -u~ du and A - u • V; that is, (qj.A) = (i//o,A))
modulo the gauge group.
In conclusion, Lebrun's inequality (8) is avalaible. Notice that there actually exist
[26] complex hyperbolic surfaces X with b^iX) = 1, but thecharacteristicnumbersofX
always satisfy, by Hirzebruch's and Gauss-Bonnet formula (cp. [5]):
j

= T ( X ) = b+2{X) - b~2(X)

hence b^(X) = 0 and there exists only one polarization of X (so, SW(P(Jo),H+) =
SW (P(/o) ) in this case). We then deduce that for all normalized Einstein metrics g on X
one has
144 • Vol(X( g) = /

Jx

scalj; dvg ^

32TT2CI (I)

2

=

96TT 2 (2X(X)

-

3T(X)

(15)

that is,
Vol(X,g) ^

\TT2(2X(X)

-

3T(X)).

But we know, by (4), that the opposite inequality always holds for an Einstein 4-manifold,
so we get that
Vol(X,g) =

\TT2(2X(X)

-

3T(X))

and Wf = 0

necessarily. Moreover, this equality forces the equality in (15), and one deduces, by Theorem 4.1, that g is Kàhler with respect to some complex structure ƒ. Now, since g is
Einstein and Wf = 0, formulas (10) and (11) yield pt = 0 for all i, and A = ^ scalg I (as
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Rg reduces to Ug + Wg+). Therefore, Rg = ~ scal g • i d A 2 - r x + | scalg -œg ® œg. It is
now evident that Rg is a parallel tensor, hence that g is a locally symmetrie metric. D
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